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Abstract. Random variables and random vectors are studied in detail within the frame-
work of AST. Finally, a stochastic process, which can, in the dependence of "the way of 
measurement", have an arbitrary system of probability distributions, is constructed. 
Keywords: Probability distribution, random variables, random vectors, stochastic pro-
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Classification: Primary 03H20, 60A10, 60G05, Secondary 60A05 
This paper is an application of results of [K] to the probability theory. It is 
proved here that if we have any i-dimensional probability distribution, then there 
exists an z-dimensional random vector having the same probability distribution (or 
whose probability distribution is indiscernible form the given one in the case of Borel 
random vectors). A random vector, which can, in the dependence of "the way of 
measurement" (BAF), have an arbitrary probability distribution, is constructed. If 
we have a full t-dimensional probability distribution (or a one-dimensional prob-
ability distribution), then this i-dimensional random vector (or random variable, 
respectively) can be chosen to be a set. Last considerations concern stochastic pro-
cesses. We have proved that for any 6-consistent system of finitely-dimensional 
probability distributions there exists a stochastic process, having set trajectories, 
whose system of probability distributions is exactly the given one (or whose system 
of probability distributions is indiscernible from the given one, in the case of Borel 
stochastic processes). Finally, a stochastic process, which can, in the dependence 
of BAF, have an arbitrary system of probability distributions, is constructed. The 
author greatly appreciates the useful discussions with P.Zlatos. 
1. P re l iminar ies . 
1.1. The reader is assumed to be acquainted with [Vl] and [K]. The notions, 
results and notations (in the modification used in [K]) from [VI] will be used freely 
without any referring. 
For 0 7- c € N,0 ^ d € N we denote cdFN = {6;3t)(6 < cdi)}. 
We remind some notions and results from [K]. 
(3 will denote the system of all Borel semisets, R will denote the class of all real 
numbers (oo = {q € Q\ (Vj € FN)(q > j)} and - o o = {q £ Q; (Vj € FN)(q < ~ j )} 
are assumed to be real numbers, too) and a will denote a fixed infinite natural 
number. 
Any map F which assigns to each semiset A € B a sequence of natural numbers 
{sn;n < a} such that (J f] Sj = 4 and f] (J Sj = A (& and A denote the 
i€FNj>i i€FNj>i 
lower and upper cut of A, respectively, for the definition and basic properties see 
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[K-Z]; they are also briefly listed in [K]), is said to be the Borel approximating 
function (BAF, to be short). 
Let F be a BAF, 0 ^ A € B and B € B. Let F(B) = {6n; n < a} and 
F(A) = {c„;n < a}. The semiset .B is said to be F(A), F-observable if there 
exists a real number r and a natural number d < a,d £ FN such that for each 
m < d,m $ FN there holds bm/cm € r. The number r is said to be the F(A), 
F-measure of B, in symbols mp(A)(^) = r- Hence mp(A)<F is a measure having 
as its domain the system of all F(A), F-observable classes. 
1.1.1. Theorem. Let A £ B have nonadditive cuts and F be a BAF. Then the 
measure mF(A),F w a-additive, nonnegative and nondecreasing, Dom(mF(A),F) == B 
and if G is any other BAF, then niF(A),F = ^G(A),G-
1.1.2. Theorem. Let 0 jk A € B have an additive cut, 0 C B be any class of 
semisets such that 
(VB € B)(B § \A\ V B g \A\ V B = A) => B € (2 
and let A : (9 —* R be any nonegative real-valued function such that there holds 
(VJB € 0)(B £ |A| =» A(J5) = 0) & (B =2 |A| =» A(B) = oo) & 
& (B = A => A(B) = 1). 
Then there exists a BAF F such that O is the system of all F(A), F-observable 
classes and mF(A),F = A. 
1.2. We state some modifications of the notions and results form Chapter 10.6 in 
[V2]. 
Let us fix an infinite set u and a proper Sd*~class U. (SDy is a fixed reveaJment 
of the class of classes Sdy. For the definition and basic properties of revealments 
see [S—V]. All the properties of the Scfyr-classes, we shall utilize, are also briefly 
listed in [G-Z].) 
A pair (W,w), where w C u,W C U and W is an Sef*-class, is said to be 
admissible (notation W ~ w), if it fulfills the countable system of conditions 
( M > n 4* \W\> n) & (\u\w\>n&\U\W\> n), (n € FN). 
A finite system of admissible pairs {(Wi,Wi);i < k} is said to be a partition if 
U{WV, i < k} = U, U{w{; i < k} = u and for each i < j < k W{nWj = 0 = WiDwj. 
Let A = {(Wn,wn);n < k},B = {(Sm,sm); m < j} be two partitions. By A A B 
we shall denote the following 
AAB = {(WnnSm,wnnsm);n<k,m<j}. 
The partitions A, B are said to be compatible (notation A\\B) if A A B is partition, 
too. 
For any admissible pair (W,w) we define p(W,w) = {(TV,«;),([/ \ W,u \ w)}. 
Obviously p(W, w) is a partition. 
C is said to be a cluster of partitions if 
1.) (V-4 € C) (A is a partition) 
2.) (VA,B<~Q(AAB€C). 
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Obviously, if C is a cluster of partitions, then for each .A, B € C A\\B holds. 
For the proof of the following lemma the author is indebted to P.Zlatos. 
1.2.1. Lemma. LetC he a countable cluster of partitions, X CU be an Sd*-class 
and w C u be a set. Then there exist a set x C u and an Sd*-class W CU such 
that x ~ X and W ~ w, and for each P € C P\\p(Xy x) & P\\p(W,w). 
PROOF : Fix a set w C u. We shall prove the existence of an _9d*-class W having 
the required properties. 
Let C = {Pjjt 6 FN} be an enumeration of the given cluster C. Denote P, = 
Po A • • • A P,-. Then obviously Pj is a partition for each i. Let Pj = {(-^ij,yij)li --: 
i € F N } . Obviously for each j < i there exists an Sd*-class Wij C Yij such that it 
fulfils the following countable system of conditions: 
(|Wy I >n#\wfl Vij\ > n) & (1^- \ Wy\ > n *> \Vij \ w\ > n), (n € FN ) . 
Denote TV, = \jWij. Then />(lVi,u>)||P. immediately follows, and hence also 
i 
p(Wi,w)\\Pk for each k < i. We prolong the sequence {W*;i G F N } . Since for 
each i € F N and k < i p(Wi, w)\\Pk holds, there exists a 0 € N \ F N such that 
p(We,w)\\Pk holds for each k € FN. Now, it is enough to put W = WQ. 
The existence of a set xy having all'the properties required, can be proved simi-
larly. This can also be proved by a simple modification of the proofs of Theorems 
10.6.1 e and h in [V2]. • 
The following lemma is obvious. 
1.2.2. Lemma. LetC be a cluster of partitions and P be a partition such that for 
each AeC A\\P holds. ThenC' = CU{P}U{PAA ;A € C} is a cluster of partitions. 
If C is a countable cluster of partitions then C is a countable cluster of partitions, 
too. 
1.2.3. Lemma. There exists a cluster of partitions C such that for each Sd*-class 
W C U there exists asetwCu for which w ~ W and p(W, w) € C, and for each 
set x C u there exists an Sd*-class X CU for which x ~ X and p(X>x) € C. 
PROOF : Let {(ia,Wa);ia € {0,1}, a € ft} be an enumeration of the codable 
system {(0,w);w C ti}U{(l,PV);PV C U k Sd*v(W)}. Using transflniteinduction 
we shall construct a sequence of countable clusters of partitions such that for each 
a € ft Ca will be the first countable cluster of partitions (in a fixed enumeration of 
all countable clusters of partitions) for which Ca 3 U{Cp; ft € orflft} and p(Wa^ w) € 
Ca in the case ta = l(p(W,wa) € Ca in the case ia = 0). w (W, respectively) is the 
first set (ScT-class) in a well order of the class {w C u; w ~ Wa} ({W C H7; W ~ 
wa & Sd*,(W)}) such that for each fi € a 0 ft and each P € Cp p(Wa> w)\\P (or 
p(W,wa)\\Py respectively). Such a set w (Sd*-class W) is guaranteed by Lemma 
1.2.L By Lemma 1.2.2 such a countable cluster Ca does exist. Put C = U{C0; a € 
ft}. Obviously, since {Ca;a € ft} is a monotone system of clusters, C is a cluster, 
too, and it has all the properties required. • 
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1.2.4. T h e o r e m . There exists a bijection T : u « U such that for each X C u 
Set(K) 4* Sd*v(T"X) holds. 
PROOF : Let us fix a cluster of partitions C, guaranteed by Lemma 1.2.3. Then 
for each x € U there exists an x € U such that p({x},{x}) £ C (and conversely 
for each y £ U there exists a y £ u such that />({|/}»{|/}) € C). Because of the 
compatibility of all partitions in C such an x £ U (or a y £ u) is uniquely given. 
Define T = {(ir, a;); a; £ ti}. Then by 1.2.3 T has the required property. • 
Theorem 1.2.4 has the following, maybe surprising, consequence 
1.2.5. Corollary. Denote By the least a-ring containing all Sd*-classes and Bu 
the least a-ring containing all subsets of u. Then *By and Bu are isomorphic. 
2. Probability theory. 
Denote BQ the least cr-algebra containing all Sd-classes Y C Q. A function P : 
BQ —* R is said to be a one-dimensional probability distribution if it is nonnegative, 
cr-additive and P(Q) = 1. 
Let A be a nonempty Borel semiset and F a Borel approximating function. A 
function X : A —* Q is said to be a random variable with respect to F if for each 
B £ BQ (X"l)"B is F(A\F-observable and the function D : BQ -> R defined 
by D(B) = mp(>i)>jc((K"
1)"B) is cr-additive. The function D is said to be the 
probability distribution of X. 
Obviously the probability distribution of each random variable is one-dimensional. 
2 .1 . Proposition. Let A be a Borel semiset having nonadditive cuts and X : A —• 
Q be such a function that for each B £ BQ (X~~l)"B £ B holds. Then X is a 
random variable with respect to any BAF and its probability distribution does not 
depend on the choice of the BAF. 
PROOF : follows immediately from Theorem 1.1.1. • 
Particularly, if u / 0 then any set function x : u —• Q is a random variable with 
respeet to any BAF and its probability distribution does not depend on the choice 
of the BAF. 
Let P and D be two one-dimensional probability distributions and S an indis-
cernibilty equivalence on Q. Denote v? the least <7-algebra containing the system 
{S"u;u C (?}. P and D are said to be indiscernible with respect to S if for each 
B € y>, P(B) = D(B). 
2.2. Lemma. Let P and D be two one-dimensional probability distributions and 
S an indiscernibility equivalence on Q. Then the necessary and sufficient condition 
for P and D to be indiscernible is that for each set u C Q P(S"u) = D(S"u) 
holds. 
PROOF : The system {S"u;u C Q} generates the <7~algebra <p, hence the a-
additivity and finiteness of P and D imply their indiscernibility. • 
An incUscernibility equivalence S on Q is said to be an interval one if there exists 
a linear S<f-order < i such that there holds 
(V*,y € Q)(x < ! y k IxSy) =» (Vz € S"{x})(z <t y). 
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The notion of interval indiscernibility equivalences has been firstly introduced in 
[W]. 
2.3. Theorem. Let P be a one-dimensional probability distribution and S an 
interval indiscernibility equivalence on Q. Then there exists a set random variable 
x, whose probability distribution is indiscernible from P with respect to S. Moreover} 
ifvCQ is such a set that S"v = Q, then the random variable x can be constructed 
in such a way thai rng(x) C v. 
PROOF : follows immediately from Theorem 2.11, stated below. • 
Since by proving of Theorem 2.11 we shall utilize only Lemma 2.10, in the proofs 
of 2.5 - 2.8 we shall also refer to 2.3. 
In the sequel we shall assume i > 2. 
Denote BQ the least cr-algebra containing the system {E% x • • • x E%\ (VI < k < 
i)(Ex € BQ)}. For each i > 1 and each 1 < k < i define a function y?*,- : Q* —• Q 
by the formula (pki(qi>'> • •»Qi) = ?*• 
A (not necessarily a-additive) function P with Dom(P) C BU and Rng(P) C R 
is said to be an i-dimensional probability distribution if it is nonnegative, for each 
1 < k < i and each B € BQ (<fkl)"
B € Dom(P) and functions Dk : BQ -> R 
defined by Dk(B) = P((y>ki)"B) are one-dimensional probability distributions. 
An i-dimensional probability distribution P is said to be full if Dom(P) = BQ 
and if it is a-additive. 
Let A be a nonempty Borel semiset and F be a BAF. A function X : A —* Q% is 
said to be an i-dimensional random vector with respect to F if for each 1 < k < i 
the functions Y* : A —> Q defined by Yk(y) = <pti(X(y)) are random variables with 
respect to P. A function D, with Dom(D) C BQ and Rng(D) C i?, such that for 
each B € B'Q, B € Dom(D) if and only if (X~
l)"B is F(A),F - observable and 
for each B 6 Dom(L>), D(B) = m/p^^pC""*1) ' ' !?), is said to be the probability 
distribution of X. 
Obviously, if X is an i-dimensional random vector, then its probabiUty distribu-
tion is i-dimensional. 
2.4 Remark. The need of the ability of modelUng of random vectors, whose proba-
bility distributions are not full (so-called vectors of incompatible random variables), 
follows from some considerations on quantum physics. As weU shaU see in Theo-
rems 2.5-2.7, in this theory it is possible to model random vectors with arbitrary 
(not necessarily full) probability distributions. Hence it is an alternative to prob-
ability theories utiUzed in quantum physics (e.g. quantum logic). Moreover, this 
theory enables us, in a natural way, to create a common look both at the world 
of the classical (Kolmogorov's) probability theory and at the world of elementary 
particles. 
Let ( S i , . . . , Si) be any t-tuple of indiscernibiUty equivalences on Q. By x {Sy, 1 < 
j < i} we shall denote the indiscernibility equivalence S on Q* for which S"{(?i» 
. . . , # ) } = { ( ^ i » - > 5 t ) € Q^ySiSiqt & ••• & SiSiqi} holds for each (tfi»...,£•) € 
Q1-
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Let P and D be two i-dimensional probability distributions and (S i , . . . ,S») be 
any t-tuple of indiscernibility equivalences on Q. Denote S = X { S J ; 1 < j <i} and 
V? the least a-algebra containing the system {S"(ui , . . . ,t-t)» (VI --. 3 -S 0(Mi C Q)}-
P and .D are said to be indiscernible with respect to S if for each B € <p there holds 
B 6 Dom(P) iff B G Dom(D) and if B e Dom(P), then P(B) = D(B). 
2.5. Theorem. Let P be an i-dimensional probability distribution, (Si,...Si) be 
an i-tuple of interval indiscernibility equivalences on Q. Then there exists a BAF 
G and a Borel i-dimensional random vector X with respect to Gf whose probability 
distribution is, with respect to S = X { S J ; 1 < j <i}, indiscernible from P. 
PROOF : For 1 < k < i denote Dk the one-dimensional probability distributions, 
defined by Dk(B) = P((<pkD"B). Further denote vk C Q such sets that S%vk = Q 
and put v = vi x • • • x v,-. Let |v| = c. Put A = U{cFN x {n};n € c}. Obviously A 
is a Borel semiset, having an additive cut. Let {yn\ n € c} be an enumeration of v. 
We will define a function X : A —• v by X~x(yn) = c
FN x {n} for any n £ c. Hence 
X is a Borel function, and for each B e B^(X~1)"B € B and \(X'1)UB\ = cFN. 
An easy computation gives |At| = cFiV, too. By Theorem 2.3 there exist such 
random variables xk with mg(xk) C vk that their probability distributions P* are 
indiscernible, with respect to Sk, from Dk. 
By Theorem 1.1.2 there exists a BAF G such that for each B 6 BQ and each 
1 < k < i (X^y^lY'B) is G(A),G - observable, Pk(B) = m G ( ^ ) , G ( (K -
1 r 
((v?^/)"-B)), and for each B € y>, where <.*? is the <7-algebra corresponding to S, 
the class (X^y'B is ^ ( A ) , ^ - observable if and only if B € Dom(P) and if 
B € Dom(P), then P(B) = mG(y l )>G((K-
1) ,'H). Hence X is a Borel i-dimensional 
random vector with respect to G and its probability distribution is indiscernible 
from P with respect to X { S J ; 1 < j < i}. • 
As one can easily check, using the construction of the proof of Theorem 2.5, we 
can prove the following 
2.6. Theorem. Let ( S I , . . . , S J ) be any i-tuple of interval indiscernibility equiva-
lences on Q. Then there exists a Borel function X such that for each i-dimensional 
probability distribution P there exists a BAF F, for which there holds that X is 
an i-dimensional random vector with respect to F and its probability distribution is 
indiscernible form P with respect to X{SJ;1 < j <i}. 
2.7. Theorem. There exists a function X such that for each i-dimensional proba-
bility distribution P there exists a BAF F such that X is an i-dimensional random 
vector with respect to F, whose probability distribution is P. 
PROOF : . Again, we can use the construction of the proof of Theorem 2.5. We 
get a function Y with Rng(F) = t i C ( ? j such that for each B € B^(Y"l)"B € B 
and KF""1)"!?! = A, (A being an additive cr-cut). By Theorem 1.2.4 there exists 
a bijection T : v « Q4 such that for each U C i>, Set(U) & Sd\r(T"U). Hence, 
since Sdv C Sd*v (see [S-V] p. 115), for each B € B^(T-
l)"B € B*Q. Hence it is 
enough to put X = T o Y and the assertion follows. 
Theorems 2.6 and 2.7 have the following consequence for the one-dimensional 
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2.8. Corollary, (a) Let S be an interval indiscernibility equivalence on Q. Then 
there exists a Borel function X such that for each one-dimensional probability dis-
tribution P there exists a BAF F such that X is a random variable with respect to 
F, whose probability distribution is, with respect to S, indiscernible from P. 
(b) There exists a function X such that for each one-dimensional probability 
distribution P there exists a BAF F such that X is a random variable with respect 
to F, whose probability distribution is P. 
2.9. P ropos i t i on . Let A ^ 0 be a Borel semiset, having nonadditive cuts, and 
* > 2. U Xj : A —+ Q for 1 < j < i are random variables with respect to a BAF, then 
the function X : A —> Q%, defined by X(x) = (X\(x),... ,Kj(.r)) for x £ A, is an 
i-dimensional random vector with respect to any BAF, its probability distribution is 
full (i.e. a-additive and having its domain BQ) and does not depend on the choice 
of the BAF. 
PROOF : Since Xj, for each 1 < j < i, is a random variable, for each B € 
BQ, (XJ
1)"B € B. Hence for each B € BQ and each 1 < j < i, (K~7 ' ( (<^ / ) " .B) € 
B. Obviously, since X is a function and classes of the type ((p^l )"B f°r B £ BQ 
and 1 < k < i generate the whole a-algebra BQi it holds that for each B € 
BtQi(X"~
1),,B G B. Hence Theorem 1.1.1 implies the assertion of this proposition. 
• 
The following lemma is a straightforward generalization of Lemma 2.2. Therefore 
its proof is omitted. 
2.10. Lemma. LetP and D be two full i-dimensional probability distributions and 
(Si,..., Si) be any i-tuple of indiscernibility equivalences on Q. Then the necessary 
and sufficient condition for P and D to be indiscernible is that for each i-tuple of 
subsets ofQ (uu..., Ui), P(S'iUi x • • • x S'/m) = D(5}'ui x • • • x S?Ui) holds. 
2.11. Theorem. Let P be a full i-dimensional probability distribution and (Si,..., 
Si) be an i-tuple of interval indiscernibility equivalences on Q. Then there exists 
an i-dimensional random vector x, whose probability distribution is indiscernible 
form P with respect to x{Sj*, 1 < j <i}. Moreover, if ( tr i , . . . ,#,-) is any i-tuple of 
subsets of Q such that for each 1 < k < i, Sjfu* = Q, then the random vector x 
can be constructed to have rng(ar) C vi x • • • x Vj. 
PROOF : Since P(Q%) = 1 and P is cr-additive, for each 1 < k < i there exists an 
at most countable class D* C v* such that 
(v« e Q){P({f-kins'i{q})) > 0 -*. SUq} n Dk Jt 0) & 
& (Vi,y 6 Dk)(x £ y =»]x5ty). 
The indiscernibility equivalences Sk, for 1 <: k < », are interval ones, hence there 
exists an i-tuple of linear 5<f-orders ( < j , • • •, <i ) such that for each 1 < k < i there 
holds 
(V*,y e Q)(* <k y & hSky) «*> (V* € 5;'{*})(- <k y). 
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Let Wk C t>* be a countable dense class in 5*, containing 2>*, for any 1 < k < i. 
For each 1 < k < i denote {z,*; j 6 FN} a sequence of subsets of Wk such that 
for each j there holds Zjk&j + l,*,-* C -?,+*,* and U{ZJ*;J" € FN} = ^ . D e n o t e 
* j = Zji X • • • X * j t . 
Fix a j > 1. Let zy* = {yn*;n < j} and assume that for each m,n < j,m < n 
implies ymk <k yn*. Denote 
(n,k) = {q € Q;(yn~i,* <* g <* yn* &lyn-i,*S*g)v 
V (gS*yn*)} for 1 < n < j , 
(0,k) = {q € Q;q <* y0* VgS*y0*}, 
(j,fe) = {g € Q;yi-i ,* <* g &lyj-i ,*S*g}. 
Take an infinite set u and a function x}; : u —• 2j such that m/r( t t) i/r((xj
1) / '{(yni>1, 
•••>yn,^)}) = ^(fa-*1) x *•' x (n->2)) - ° r ^ y ( n i , . . . , n t ) € { 0 , 1 , . . . , ; } * and a 
fixed BAF F. Obviously, since P is full, such s function Xj does exist for each j > 1. 
Prolong the sequence {xj',j > 1}. Since for each j > lrng(xj) C v\ x • • • x v,-, 
there exists a c € N \ FN such that rng(a:c) C v\ x • • • x v t. Moreover, by the 
construction of {XJ; j > 1}, xc can be chosen in such a manner that 
(1) since D* C U{^*; j € F N } , for each q € Q and each 1 < k < i 
mF(.)^(srT(W)''(si'{?})))=^((v^rc^ns))), 
(2) since W* == U{z,*; j € F N } is dense in 5*, and because of (1), for all i-tuples 
of rational numbers ( g i , . . . , gt) and (t\,..., U) such that g* <* tk for each 
1 < Jb < t 
mFwAi^y'dSii* € Q;*i <i * <i *i}) x • • • x 
x(Sj#{a€0;^<^<it i} ) ) ) = 
= P((S;#{.s € Q;gx < , ^ < i tj}) x ••• x (S|'{s € Q;gt < t s < t t t})). 
By Lemma 2.10, we are to prove that for each i-tuple of subsets of Q(w\,..., tx>t), 
P(S'{wx x ••• x ff/wi) = mF(«*),F((^r
1r(5 ,i '^i x ••• x S"wi)) holds. Since each 
of the indiscernibility equivalence 5* is ordered, Skwk -
s the union of an, at most 
countable, system of classes of the type Sk{s G Q\qk <* ^ <* **} for g*,£* € 
Q. Hence, because of the a-additivity of P and (2), P(S?wi x • • • x S"wi) = 
rnF(u)tF((^7
l)',(S1w1 x " x S"wi)) holds for each i-tuple of subsets of 
Q (wi,...,Wi). • 
2.12. R e m a r k . Theorem 2.11, roughly speaking, says that the whole Kolmogorov's 
probability theory is reduced to Laplace's scheme. 
In the remainder of this paper let 6 be a fixed infinite natural number. Denote 
I the class of all nonempty finite subsets of b and a = {|tt| x {u};u £ I}. Define 
for each t > 1 and 1 < Jb < t a function $** : Qi -+ Q*"1 by ¥«•*((?!,... ,g t)) = 
( g i , . . . , ft-i, 9*+i9 • **>#•)• Further take a function t : Ua —• 6 such that for each 
u € I and each k € M,*(&,u) is the fc-th element of u in the natural order of N. 
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For each u £ / let Pu be a |u (-dimensional probability distribution. Then the 
family V = {Pu;u £ 1} is said to be a ©-consistent system of finitely-dimensional 
probability distributions if for each u £ I and each c£ b>c$u, there holds 
(1) B £ Dom(Ptt) if and only if (*w+ltk)"B € Dom(P^u{c}), where k < \u\ is 
such that t(k, u U {c}) = c. 
(2) if B £ Dom(P t t), then PU(B) = Puu{c)((*;u)+lik)"B). 
Let A ^ 0 be a Borel semiset and F be a BAF. A function X : A x b -» Q is 
said to be a stochastic process with respect to F, if for each u £ I the function 
Yu : A - • QM, defined by Yu(w) = (X(u>,t(0,u)),... ,K(u>,t(|u| - l ,u))) , is a |u | -
dimensional random vector with respect to F. The system V = {P%;u £ / } , where 
Pu is the probability distribution of the corresponding random vector YUi is said 
to be the system od finitely-dimensional probability distributions of X. For each 
w £ A the function T : b —• Q, defined by T(c) = K(u>, c), is called the trajectory 
ofK . 
By an easy consideration we can get that, if X is a stochastic process with respect 
to a BAF, then its system of finitely-dimensional probability distributions is b-
consistent. 
Let {Pu;u £ I} and {Du;u £ 1} be two 6-consistent systems of finitely-dimensio-
nal probability distributions and {Sn; n £ b} be a system of indiscernibility equiva-
lences on Q. {Pu;u £ 1} and {Du;u £ 1} are said to be indiscernible with respect 
to {Sn;n £ &}, if for each u £ J, Pu and Du are indiscernible with respect to 
x{Sn;n£u}. 
2.13. Theorem. Let {Pu;u £ 1} be a b-consistent system of finitely-dimensional 
probability distributions and {Sn;n £ b} be a system of interval indiscernibility 
equivalences on Q such that there holds (3w C Q)(Vn € b)(SnW = Q). Then 
there exists a BAF F and a Borel stochastic process X with respect to Ff whose 
system of finitely-dimensional probability distributions is, with respect to {Sn;n £ 
b}, indiscernible from {Pu,u £ I}. Moreover, X can be constructed in such a way 
that its trajectories are sets. 
PROOF : Denote c = \w\ and A = { / ; / : b —> cFN}. An easy computation gives 
that for each j , each {tk £b;k < j} and {qk £ c
FN; k < j} 
(1) \A\ = cbFN = \{f £ A;(V* < j)(f(tk) = qk)}\ 
holds. Define a function X : A x b -> Q by K(/, n) = f(n). Obviously X is a Borel 
function. By Theorem 2.3, for each n £ b there exists a random variable xn with 
rng(^n) £ w, whose probability distribution Dn is, with respect to 5 n , indiscernible 
from P{nj . By Theorem 1.1.2, (1) implies the existence of a BAF F such that 
1.) for each n € b and each B £ BQ, { / € A; f(n) £ B} is F(A), F - observable 
a^d m F ( A ) j F ( { / € A;f(n) £ B}) = Dn(B), 
2.) for each u £ I and each B £ ¥?*, where <pu is the cr-algebra corresponding 
to x{Sn;n£ u}, the class E = { / € A;( / ( f (0 ,u) ) , . . . , / ( t ( |u | - l ,u))) € B} 
is F(.A), F - observable if and only if B £ Dom(P*), and if E is F(A), F -
observable, then mF(> |) tF(F) = -Pn(-B). 
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Hence X is the searched Borel stochastic process. • 
As one can easily check, using the construction of the proof of Theorem 2.13, we 
can prove the following 
2.14. Theorem. Let {S„;n € b} be a system of interval indiscernibility equi-
valences on Q such that there holds (3w C Q)(Vn € ^(S'^w = Q). Then there exists 
a Borel function X such that for each b-consistent system of finitely dimensional 
probability distributions V there exists a BAF F such that there holds: X is a 
stochastic process with respect to F, whose system of finitely-dimensional probability 
distributions is indiscernible from V with respect to {Sn; n € b} and the trajectories 
of X are sets. 
2.15. Theorem. There exists a function X such that for each b-consistent system 
of finitely-dimensional probability distributions V there exists a BAF F such that 
X is a stochastic process with respect to F, whose system of finitely-dimensional 
probability distributions is V, and whose trajectories are sets. 
PROOF : Denote U = { / ; / : b —> Q}. Obviously U is an Sd~class and by 
Theorem 1.2.4 there exists a bijective function T : 6 —• U such that for each 
E C 6, Set(£?) <=> Sd*v(T"E). 
Put A = U{bFN x {n};n 6 6} and take a function Y : A —• b such that for each 
n € b9Y-
l(n) = bFN x {n}. Hence |A| = bFN = \Y~l(n)\ for each neb. Define 
the function X : A x b -> Q by X(w,t) = T(Y(w))"{t} for each tx; € A and t € b. 
Obviously X has the required properties. • 
2.16. Remark. From the physical point of view we can consider a system of 
probability distributions of a stochastic process to be the result of a measurement, 
running in time, and the Borel approximating function to be the way of the mea-
surement. Then Theorems 2.14 and 2.15 say that measuring some phenomena, in 
general, arbitrary results can be obtained in dependence of the way of measurement. 
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